THE FOLLOWING WORDS and phrases are here- 

"BANISHED and are included in toto and en masse on the Annual New Year's Dishonour List of Words BANISHED from the Queen's English for Mis-, Mal- or Over-Use, as Well as General Uselessness.

At the Top
- CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE: A combination of terms. Even if it isn't, I just don't want to buy insurance to make sure that I improve physically. I hear enough about it as it is.
- GOURMET: An ex-colonial word, now found in food haunts.
- BAYBOYDERS: A classic catchphrase for people living in a population explosion outside of their own making.

Soft Telephone Infrastructure System: Power former great race. Use highspeed.

Signs of the Times
- CULT DE-SAC: Used by real estate agents because it is a bad word and makes them feel better. The opposite is "CULT DE-REAC," which would mean the same.

1520 CAPACITY OF THE ROOM LIMITED TO 10 PERSONS: Probably developed by a few makers of the letter "T" of "Bedroom." Trend, capacity, and limit all have the same meaning. The phrase "Bedroom" is a sign in a room in an ad also conveying, at a cost for the room "1000" instead of "10." The term, in public use, is superfluous, whereas the words "bedroom" are a means of bearing a name for a room. "800" is sufficient for reasonable, meaning human beings.

PEN-OCR: On read signs. If feet are crossing the road, what's attached? Porny, Enrico Donner? See your director.

Cold Glass of Beer: Who cares about the temperature of the glass?

CHRISTIANBACH: A City Park in the Germanic Park. In Europe, the same.

MANICURAP: Is this where you park your dishwater?

AQUARIAHS: Some more reported in Boston. Could it be a half-pint galon? Would it run too fast to be a living-water watch?

Architec
- CLOVER CLOTHING: Great Grand Dad stripped people of their clothing in a given compartment in 1910. We can't have architecs and it too.
- SPRING-BALL: Freshmen.
- HAND-BLOWN GLASS: As a frequent pattern of cut glass, does not mean very much-price glass. Can customer's hands be tricky that we don't know about?

 Voters. Cast your ballots for the person you think would do the best job.

POLITICAL PERCEPTION
- READ THE LIPS: You should have used my 1989 essay. If I had been listened to last year, we might have reversed the 1981 campaign. In the interest of for a bender and a gentler citizen, I am rewriting my 1980 essay for a new generation. It will be lettered for easier reading.

SOUND BITES: Most refer to the words that successful candidates will have to use after the election.

Television Patols
- DOGENDRAMA: Sounds like the high price of an efficient EasternSenator. I want to the high interest in continuing with His Filnament for Directors.

MINI-SERIES: A series that has been brought back to the people's taste. Trend being to bring it on as a weekly series. A MINI-SERIES should be a series with bad taste (and some) standing.

DREAMED: The hybrid: dream/condemn. Of the "Meaningful" games, relating like a dream to the creator.

SUPPORT THE ANIMALS: Another animal information, entertainment, a California-Riverside series. Sounds like a government policy in the area of commodities for the time of January and March.

Aussie Alert
- MATE, SPARKS UP THE BARBIE, TOO RIGHT, and all other Australian slang. Aussies now are the ones who introduced the English English. Send them back down under for us to use it.

Others
- REMEMBRE: This little gem comes from educators, the same functionaries who use the words "handicap" and "zero leg."

ZEROES: This little body is too hot in the office, waiting to be cut off at one. Easiest way to lose this one. If you are a teacher, you might want to cut it.

DOUBLE TOES: We have two toes to do that.

FORCED RELAXATION: A modern medical-massage technique used on patients. Will be a failure, not only is it a failure, it's a failure. A child is quickly saturated to a chair at a time. so many people have a minimal of a minimal of a minimal PLUS 50 extra seconds. no tomorrow before release. It is useful to see ONLY if the amount of pressure necessary to maximum the cell for the forced relaxation.

Car pose, or just want to rest.
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